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As the global cybersecurity partner of choice, Palo Alto Networks is committed to our mission of protecting our digital way of life. Core to that mission is our comprehensive corporate responsibility platform, which includes our pledge to respect our planet. While we have a responsibility to satisfy regulatory requirements, we recognize our duty to reach farther and commit to the tenets of this environmental stewardship statement.

- We minimize our overall impact on the environment and support environmental actions to protect our planet’s natural resources.
- We inspire employee conscientiousness in support of sustainability.
- We use our natural resources efficiently and minimize waste production.
- We integrate environmental responsibilities and consideration into daily operations and business decision-making processes.
- We measure and understand the impact of our operations on the planet and develop ways to mitigate the effects.
- We communicate our progress in implementing policies and achievements in reaching established goals.
- We collaborate with our value chain and other stakeholders to encourage similar adoption of environmental practices and the advancement of these environmental principles.
- We comply with all applicable environmental laws and regulations.

The Nominating & Governance Committee of the Board of Directors is responsible for the oversight of the Company’s corporate responsibility platform, including this environmental statement. Palo Alto Networks will adhere to environmental management practices in the deployment and continuous improvement of this statement and our environmental stewardship plan. Questions and additional information about the Company’s corporate responsibility platform can be addressed to cr@paloaltonetworks.com.